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designer pick

The bedroom’s juteupholstered headboard,
edged in an antiqued
nailhead trim, offers
a textural, masculine
contrast to the femininepatterned wallpaper.

Designer Jessica Kelly (shown
at right) created a feature wall
by covering it in a soft, neutral
damask wallpaper for a warm,
soothing atmosphere in the
bedroom. “I chose it because it’s
subtly feminine and matches
the living/dining room’s
palette, which establishes
visual flow,” says Jessica.
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two worlds

collide

styling, lara mcgraw; photography, joanna ferraro (portrait)

Modern neutrals meet feminine chic
in a petite pad that’s truly en vogue.

A well-tailored condo feels almost par
for the course for a fashion-forward
product manager of a prominent golf
apparel line. But when she moved into
her 800-square-foot new-build in downtown Toronto, it felt small, cold and
in desperate need of a designer’s eye.
Enter Jessica Kelly, who runs her own
design firm and has a penchant for
putting together modern yet livable
bachelor and bachelorette pads.
“I told Jessica that I wanted my
place to be feminine (but not overly so),
sophisticated (yet still comfortable for
company) and neutral (though not in the
same taupe-and-brown palette as my
previous place),” says the homeowner.
With that in mind, Jessica went
about warming up the space with cozy
elements in soft white shades. “I had
to ask myself, ‘How do you make a cold
space feel warm and feminine, but not
too girly?’” she says. An off-white wall
colour throughout the living/dining
area offers a clean backdrop for a
custom cream-coloured sectional and
an off-white borderless rug. Instead of
opting for a compact couch paired with
armchairs, Jessica designed the condosized sectional to seat four: “You don’t
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Each glass link of this statement chandelier had to be
tenderly unwrapped and
gingerly hung. It took
nearly 40 minutes to set
up, but the dining area’s
focal point is well worth it.
below Jessica subtly
separated the living and
dining areas with a custom
rug. The rug’s neutral colour
picks up on the tone of the
sofa and walls, defining the
space without becoming the
focal point. “I didn’t want to
distract the eye,” Jessica says.

necessarily need to use small furniture
when designing a small space – just
use fewer, larger pieces,” she says.
Because the condo is both relatively
small and open concept, the homeowner originally thought she’d forgo
a dining table and let the breakfast bar
do double duty. But knowing that the
homeowner liked to entertain, Jessica
designed a compact dining table that
matched the dimensions of the breakfast bar to keep sightlines steady and
offer a bistro-chic air of communal dining. “I’d have never done it myself – I
thought the place was just too small,”
says the homeowner. “But whenever
my friends come over, we hang
out and eat apps around that table.”
To balance the industrial edge of
the maple-topped table, Jessica hung
a show-stopping glass chandelier above
it; the fixture’s delicate, feminine quality
tempers its unique square shape. Other
tender touches that let visitors know
a woman lives here include the purple
accent colours: the mauve kitchen
cabinetry, the mauve media unit in the
living area (not shown) and the lavender
toss cushions on the sofa. Jessica layered cushions with subtle patterns and
luxe textures – a bit girly (ruffles and
satin), a bit bold (a punch of solid dark
purple and thick, masculine stripes),
but altogether neutral and understated.
The damask wallpaper in the bedroom, another neutral, feminine touch,
slightly stretched the homeowner’s comfort level. Though she worried the pattern was overly busy and too traditional,
she now admits she’s happy with the
result. “It’s the first thing people comment on when they come in,” she says.
Even the budget saw a little push and
pull (it was the homeowner’s investment
advisor – coincidentally, also Jessica’s
sister – who recommended Jessica for
the job). “Jessica is so resourceful,” says
the homeowner. “I like that not everything is designer grade – there are lots
of affordable pieces, too.”

“When you do a 360 of a room, you
should see something impactful at
each of the four points as you turn.”

Jessica Kelly, designer

Jessica and the homeowner
worked together to pick out
the new Toronto condo’s
finishes, fittings and fixtures.
The backsplash and Corian
countertops are actually
builder’s grade, but the
homeowner upgraded
to the mauve cabinetry,
which was replicated in
the living room’s floating
media unit (not shown).
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“For some of the splurges,” Jessica
says with a laugh, “I thought, ‘My sister
is going to kill me for this.’” But Jessica
and the homeowner managed to meet
in the middle on a financial advisorapproved budget, creating a bistro-chic
kitchen, a luxe yet pared-back living
space, and a bedroom that hints at
haute style – all infused with a wink of
glam. “My style is a bit conservative,”
admits the homeowner. “I wanted
someone to push me on the things I’d
be too scared to try on my own.” And
the result of pairing this conservative
golf apparel fashionista with a chic
designer like Jessica? A hole in one!

RIGHT In the living room, a
round coffee table – perfect
for serving snacks, apps or
afternoon tea – is paired with
an L-shaped sectional sofa.

for sources, see our workbook

5insidertips
designer jessica kelly’s

1

Don’t restrict yourself to
small furniture in small spaces
– just use fewer, larger pieces.
The bathroom’s white walls
and fixtures, as well as the
contemporary floating glass
shelves, allow the homeowner
to easily switch up towels and
accessories in different
colours and patterns for
a whole new look.

2

Break tradition. Jessica
fashioned a dining table that’s
bar size and height to meet the
homeowner’s entertaining
needs while accommodating
the condo’s space restrictions.

3

Push boundaries. Bold
accents (like a wallpapered
feature wall) can be daunting to
nondesigners. Gain comfort and
peace of mind by educating
yourself through magazines,
blogs and in-store displays.

4 Temper styles by mixing
them. To avoid creating a
bachelorette pad that was
overly girly, Jessica paired
feminine features with cleanlined, masculine elements.

5

Avoid overstimulating the
eye by choosing a few statement
pieces and keeping everything
else simple and unadorned.
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“I hired a designer because
I wanted someone who’d
push me on the things I’d
be too scared to try on my own.”

homeowner

Layering white bed linens in
different textures provides
visual interest and enhances
the bedroom’s serene
ambience. The sunburst
mirrors are a sharp contrast
to the pretty wallpaper.
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